SATAN ATTACKS THIRD PLANE CARRYING 153 PASSENGERS
On this program I want to bring to your attention another airplane crash
which happened yesterday in Iran. This was the third plane crash in as
many weeks in which Satan attacked an airplane with 153 passengers
on board. Three weeks ago, a Yemeni plane crashed with 153
passengers one of whom was miraculously saved. That's because God
did not want to dishonor the number 153.
153 is the number of Hail Marys in a complete three mystery Rosary.
Yesterday's plane crash also involved 153 passengers. 13 crew
members were killed and 3 passengers were killed. Just nine days
ago, another Iranian plane crashed with 153 passengers killed and 15
crew members killed. If you have been following these plane crashes
at all, I am sure you realize that this is not a coincidence. These
accidents are not accidental. Satan is attacking the number 153. Satan
hates Mary's Rosary, because Mary and her seed are destined to
crush the serpent's head as predicted way back in Genesis 3:15.
You need to understand that Mary's Rosary is the weapon which Jesus
will use to defeat the Antichrist in these End Times. The number 153
can also be found in the Bible where Peter catches 153 fish in the
miraculous draft of fishes. 153 is a tremendously important End Times
number. The miraculous draft of fishes is a parable of the End Times
as I have discussed on other programs.
Now the news media seemed to be hushing-up this latest plane crash.
Maybe they are beginning to understand the significance of the 153
passengers in each plane crash. Neither will you find this information
on any of the televangelist programs or the false prophets. Many of
them attack Mary and her Rosary just like Satan does with these
airplane crashes. They are not going to tell you the significance of the
153 passengers They are not going to tell you the importance of Mary's
Rosary in these End Times. Please do not listen to the false prophets.
They cannot explain to you why we have had three crashes just this
month all involving 153 passengers.
There is a significance here which is extremely important and you need
to understand why. You need to understand there are already millions
of people every day praying the Rosary and they are hurting Satan and
Satan is fighting back. He is extremely angry. That is why he hates
Mary's Rosary and he hates the number 153. How many more plane
crashes will it take before we wake up? How many more people have
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to be killed before we understand that Satan is attacking the number
153? If I were you, I would not get on any airplane associated with the
number 153. Satan is attacking those particular airplanes. We are not
playing a game. This is very serious! You need to understand why
Satan hates the number 153 and why these airplane crashes are
occurring.
So in conclusion, if you want to join in the battle against Satan, if you
want to help defeat the Antichrist, you must recite three complete
Mysteries of the Rosary every day. You must joint in this battle. Satan
hates the Rosary. Satan hates the number 153. If you want to defeat
Satan you must join the battle, you must take up the weapon he hates
them most and that is the Rosary.
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